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Dear Valued Customer,

Thank you for becoming a member at PS3LightsFix.com. Within 2 hours or less you WILL have your PS3™ working and won’t have to worry about the Yellow/Red Light or any other PS3 problems ever again!

You may request support at any time by visiting www.ps3lightsfix.com/contact
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Visit Our Online Store Today!

GET PS3 PRODUCTS AT DISCOUNTED PRICES!

Power Supplies! Replacement Parts! Batteries!
Hard Drives! Thermal Compound! Controllers!

http://www.ps3lightsfix.com/store
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THE BASICS

Try the following for repairing the Yellow/Red Light Problem:

1 - Check if there’s a loose cable, if not, restart your console.
2 - Unplug all cables except the power cord, and plug them back in.

If these don’t work, keep reading below -

MOTHERBOARD PROBLEMS

Sometimes the GPU and the CPU detach themselves from the inside of the PS3™, causing it to suffer a Yellow/Red Light. This is the #1 CAUSE, as people leave their PS3™’s on for too long, or Sony didn’t make enough room for ventilation, which therefore causes overheating issues.

Please Note: There is a video in our member’s section which will aid you in repairing your PS3.

Before we begin, you must know what model your PS3 is! If you have a 60GB model (around 4-3 years old), then the rest of this guide will apply to this model. If your PS3 is older or newer, then visit our members section and download the appropriate guide, but use this as a foundation, and substitute the pictures below for your PS3 model.